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If {Gi| iEl} is a class of groups and D is a filter on the set 7, then

an equivalence relation can be induced on the Cartesian product

liter Gi by defining

(*) f=g    if and only if    {i | /(¿) = g(¿)} G 7>.

It is not difficult to verify that the equivalence classes obtained from

(*) are the cosets of a normal subgroup ND of IJíei G¿, where

Nd — {/| {*'!/(*) ~e} ED}. The factor group obtained from D in this

manner is called a reduced product and is denoted by IJiez Gi/D.

If/G IT »er Gi we define the support of / by

°<J) = {iEl\f(Í)^e}.

G= liiez G, is said to have property Q if whenever N<]G and fEN,

then n<e*(/> GiQN.
B. H. Neumann and S. Yamamuro [2] showed that if G is a finite

non-Abelian simple group and 7 is a set, then the Cartesian product

Gl has no countably infinite factor groups. By considering reduced

products of groups we are able to give a shorter proof of a slightly

more general result.

Lemma 1. If G— H.er G, is a Cartesian product of groups, then

every factor group of G is a reduced product if and only if G has property

Q-

Proof. Suppose G has property Q. Let A<G. If fEG, let

</,(/) = {iCl\f(i)=e}. Then, letting 7»*-= {</.(/) \fEN} it is not diffi-
cult to see that Dn is a filter on I and G/N = G/Dn-

Conversely, suppose every factor group of G is a reduced product.

If N<\G, then there exists a filter D on 7 such that G/N = G/D. If

fEN and ÄGlLe<rc/> G¿, then <¡>if)ED and 0(Ä)3</>(/). Since 7) is
a filter, <pih)ED. Hence, hEN and G has property Q.

Lemma 2 is immediate from a result of Frayne, Morel and Scott

[l, p. 210, Theorem 1.31]. This together with Lemma 1 gives us our

desired result.

Lemma 2. If {G¿|¿G7j is a class of finite groups and D is a filter

defined in I, then the reduced product Ix.e/ G./7J) is finite or uncountable.
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Theorem. If {G,|î'£7} is a class of groups and G= IX¿ei G¿ has

property Q, then G has no countably infinite factor groups.

If G is a finite non-Abelian simple group, then it is clear that G1

has property Q. In fact, IX<e/ G,- has property Q if each G< is chosen

from a finite set of non-Abelian simple groups. Hence, our result is

slightly more general than that of B. H. Neumann and Yamamuro.

If G= n¿ei Gi has property Q then each G¿ must be simple. How-

ever, the following example shows that if an infinite number of dis-

tinct non-Abelian simple groups is allowed, then G no longer neces-

sarily has property Q.

Example. Let G, = .<42»+3, i = i, 2, • ■ • . Then G¿ is simple and

non-Abelian for all i. Let f(i) = (123) for i=l, 2, ■ ■ ■ , and let N be

the normal closure of / in G= H<"i Gi. If G has property Q, then

N = G. However, if we define g by g(i) = (1-2 • • • 2i+l), since conju-

gates of 3-cycles are 3-cycles, it is not difficult to see that g£iV.

Hence N^G and G does not have property Q.
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